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Rigged Election Probable, Political Gangsters, Criminal Behavior by San Diego City
Politics: From Election Scam Clearinghouse, on Facebook: Twice convicted of Election Fraud, including San Diego 2016, Michael Vu will oversee the June 5 Election
in San Diego. We expect it to be rigged, and wonder what can be done to make it perhaps the first honest election in San Diego history. See stories and Editorials.
In This Issue: (1) Rigged Elections and Gangster Politicians. (2) Homeless Services Center, Actions Needed, Education, Meetings, Other News. (3) Culture, Feedback, Snide Comments.
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subordinates from Ohio and they are now working
in San Diego. BTW, the Early VBM ballots are the
only set where Clinton won by a landslide. If she did
not win by as much of a landslide, then Bernie
Sanders would have taken San Diego, the second
largest county in CA, and that may have altered his
calculus for the convention (which occurred extremely
early in that election season so no one could
challenge the will of the DNC).”
NOTE: This is an independent opinion, and not
necessarily the views of this publication. Another
outside view is here, also on Facebook:

Guest Information on the
Election
From Ray Lutz on Facebook (Election Scam
Clearinghouse): “Just so I don't get hit on by
attorneys from the County, let me clarify this. In
Cuyahoga County OH (Cleveland area) two of Vu's
subordinates were convicted of pre-counting the
ballots before a recount process. The ballots, when
they did the recount, were all in order. The first
roughly half of the ballots were for John Kerry, the
rest for GW Bush. No intermixing, completely
separated into two groups. Now, a mathematician
might tell you that it is mathematically possible that all
the ballots could magically just wind up completely
separated into two groups on their own, but in reality,
it just never will happen. Forget it. So they had to
admit that they pre-stacked the ballots. Guilty. But
then later, the ruling was somehow reversed by the
appeal courts. Really? So Vu now says that it really
was not a conviction. I tend to think something is up
with the courts if they can turn that over. And Vu, their
superior, was left unscathed by the courts. That is just
wrong. Then it is right that he was asked to leave
(later) and he got a job here within two months, a
bigger county and higher salary, with no one else
considered. He is appointed here by the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) of the county, Helen
Robbins-Mayer.
Then, here in San Diego, it is more accurate to say
that Vu was convicted of election AUDIT fraud,
because he left out 37% of the ballots from the audit
process. That is still under appeal, because they just
don't want to have to do the work, and then last year,
they secretly modified a bill about signatures on VBM
(Vote By Mail) ballots (AB-840) to include changes in
the election law, (section 15360) to allow sleazy shortcutting of the audit. It would be like the tax man
saying he will come and audit your books but will not
look at anything after August 18th. If you are a
fraudster, then you will just put all your tax fraud after
August 18th and you are home free. • But perhaps
worse, Vu later admitted under oath, that he hired 40
people to work for a week to rifle through 723 batches
of ballots to hand-construct the ballots that would be
manually tallied in the early VBM ballots (those
processed prior to election night). And then, the
numbers did not match the computer report. I
sometimes wonder if he re-hired those

Heather Morton “I'm still sickened by my San Diego
primary voting experience, where the polling place
was giving EVERYONE Provisional Ballots and
refusing to look registered voters up on rolls. "It's all
the same" - said "Tom" the poll worker AND his
supervisor who I had him call out. I eventually voted
properly, but it took hours of leaving and calling fraud
hotlines, the press, making a sign, intercepting voters
outside, eventually I forced them to look me up. (I
wasn't even on his roll book, eventually found me on a
roll in a pile of junk on a separate table). All the while
"Tom" handed out pink ballot after pink ballot to every
person, without asking to look them up. Corrupted.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: Provisional Ballots are usually
NOT counted. Often they are a different color, such
as pink.
From Election Scam Clearinghouse on Facebook,
DuPage County (Southwest Chicago area) could not
scan ballots because the paper used was allegedly
too thick. This resulted in many fewer votes for
Progressives, not matching the exit polls. There are
hundreds more election problems out there, and
Florida was just convicted of destroying thousands
of votes for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Presidential
Election, which means that (taking Florida and several
other states proven fraudulent) she won both the vote
totals and the Electoral College, and should be in the
White House right now. Except, of course, that just
as many votes for Bernie Sanders were destroyed in
the Primary Election, so he should have been the
Nominee. (see Election Scam Clearinghouse)

Editorial on Political
Gangsterism
A critical election looms, and our notorious San Diego
electoral process assures that the Good Old Boys of
the Los Angeles Mafia will keep control. I do not see
the possibility to change that, so I also do not see the
hope to change our broken political, media, real
estate, and police enforcement system. Sad.
Calling the shots on how to make things better has
been tough, with Water Man David Ross dead, Jeeni
Criscenzo nursing a broken ankle, and myself (John
Kitchin) recovering from a major fire at the offices of
this newspaper. Only a week earlier our archives
were moved to a different facility. The next threat on
the homeless issue is “prosecution” for the “crime” of
“mental illness”, and either incarceration or abuse
using psychiatric drugs. It smacks of the old Soviet
Union making poverty a crime, even though it was

everywhere. Maybe I am biased and a patriot, but I
thought the US was better than all that.
Our current District Attorney, Summer Stephan, is
prosecuting children as adults, which can result in
their being sent to adult prisons although they are just
children. She is also teaming up with abusive
religious groups such as the San Diego Rescue
Mission and the Big Box “Christian” churches (such
as The Rock Church) that cause so many Indirect
Suicides and so much abuse. Stephan also stood
up her opponent, Genevieve Jones-Wright,
cancelling a debate at the last moment, per
CityBeat Editor Seth Combs, May 16, 2018,
“Genevieve Jones-Wright for District Attorney”.
http://sdcitybeat.com/news-and-opinion/from-theeditor/genevi%C3%A9ve-jones-wright-for-districtattorney/ What galls me the most is the use of the
Probation System to deprive people of their Civil
Rights to do things like protest how degenerated our
political and legal system is in San Diego County. I
was a victim of just such abuses in Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, so I am particularly sensitive to
the abuse of the Criminal Justice System to play
political games. My solution would be that to become
a candidate for DA, you must never have been a
member of any political party, lifetime. John R. (“Spin
Cycle”) Lamb, in San Diego CityBeat, had a great
editorial on this sort of thing in their May 9 edition,
“Summer of discontent”, on how Freedom Fighter and
anti-Nazi-Fascism activist George Soros is vilified by
political planner Jason Roe, so that the Los Angeles
Mob (my words, not his) can keep control of San
Diego. In general, anything Soros backs is probably a
good investment, although he’s a little bit
Conservative
for
my
tastes.
http://sdcitybeat.com/news-and-opinion/spincycle/summer-of-discontent/

We need a Gang Unit that prosecutes
crimes committed by the street gang
that runs the District Attorney’s
Office.
Now, County Mental Health has conducted a Town
Hall Meeting (May 10) to discuss how innocent
taxpayers can be hypnotized into believing that our
system of propaganda about mental health cases and
solutions has some value. Nope. Nobody bothered to
admit that a poor economy for the least-affluent half of
the citizenry, coupled with Racism, Sexism, Ageism,
Police Brutality, Abusive and Anti-LGBT Religion, and
Generalized Repression are the source of all that
“mental illness” stuff. Gee, that would be too simple.
Pay attention to the 250,000+ lawsuits that Civic San
Diego (Downtown Partnership – Clean & Safe –
Redevelopment Successor Agency) is in the process
of losing. Pay attention to how supposedly-Democrat
City Attorney Mara Elliott is making lack of housing a
criminal issue, just like the Republican Mayor’s
perspective. Read what the Federal Courts ruled
about San Diego being “100% At-Fault” for its
homeless problem and all those things resulting from
same, such as shitty sidewalks, homeless camping in
parks, noise, litter, and even prostitution and drugs.
When you add those two together, Criminal Issue
plus City 100% At-Fault, you get the City being

responsible for the prostitution, drug abuse, gangs,
sidewalk poop, homeless camps, litter, and all else,
the “crimes” of the homeless debacle. So, of course,
the City needs to be prosecuted criminally, but who
will do that? Instead we get the blame placed upon
the homeless ourselves, with lots of help from the
news media. We get wasteful boastful and flashy
spending on useless things, as if spending billions
and billions of dollars on things we don’t need
somehow solves the problem. How much money
spent has nothing to do with the results, only how
much the politicians and their good buddies get to
pocket, directly or indirectly.
So, a new Sheriff?
No change, because the
opponent of our present Sheriff is a high-ranking
Deputy himself. A new District Attorney? That could
cause a minor and welcomed shake-up. Be sure to
vote anyway on June 5. The future of San Diego
depends on this election. We’re 5 times more corrupt
than Tijuana, but the news media are really great at
covering that up.
Oh, MTS has responded to
accusations of Racism by hiring more Black bus
drivers. Sorry, but making a Black person a bus
driver instead of a surgeon or accountant is part of
what Racism is all about.
Politicians we back:
Lieutenant Governor of
California Gavin Newsom for Governor.
State
Senator Ed Hernandez for Lt. Governor. Since our
present Secretary of State Alex Padilla is partly
responsible for our elections nightmare, we back
Reuben Major for SOS. For Attorney General, we
back Dave Jones over incumbent Xavier Becerra.
On the US Elections side, we cannot back incumbent
Senator Diane Feinstein, as she and her husband are
implicated in the Sept. 11, 2001, World Trade Center
bombing in New York. See more at the end of Gnosis
Page, NZ9F.com/Gnosis.
Feinstein was NOT
endorsed by her own political party. How about
Pat Harris for Senate? And, regarding the House of
Representatives,
Ammar
Campa-Najjar
over
incumbent Duncan Hunter Jr., and Doug Applegate to
replace Darryl Issa. Judges? Anyone except Gary
Kreep. County Assessor, Matt Strabone. District
Attorney (most important race) Genevieve JonesWright. Sheriff, Dave Myers.
And, on the Referendums, NO ON EVERYTHING.
In the San Diego City Council races, we’d like to
see Lori Zapf defeated, but none of her opponents
make any sense, either. Voodoo Government awaits,
with Zapf the worst of 4 bad choices. Puke now.
Dark Horse Candidate Danny Smiechowski,
running for City Council, did not even get permission
from the Godfather, so we admire his guts, because
stuff like that can get you killed. After all, this is San
Diego, with politics five times more corrupt than
Tijuana, even involving the News Media and the
Italian Mafia in the corruption, heavily.

Homeless Services Center a
Waste of Your Money
An answer to the U-T Guest Editorial by
Jim Vargas, CEO of Father Joe’s Villages
Called “Here’s How San Diego’s Homeless Services
Center Will Succeed”, San Diego Union-Tribune, May
5, 2018, Vargas uses 9,000 as our number of
homeless, while 17,500 is probably more accurate,
the number who asked for help “because of being
homeless” in 2017, giving their name, photo, phone
number, driver’s license number, and Social Security
number to avoid duplicates. He says “Others, often
facing undiagnosed mental illness or struggling with
addiction won’t or don’t know how to get help.”
Well, nearly everybody has tried “help” again and
again, some over a hundred times, and found
nothing out there to help them. It becomes a big
revolving door, where agencies prod, question,
interview, and then admit that no help exists for the
particular situation of the homeless people
continuously being “Outreached”. Back out onto the
sidewalk they go. At what point do you give up and
say you will no longer talk to dozens of agencies
that have nothing whatsoever to offer you? Help
for most of the homeless in San Diego exists only in
theory, not in reality. There is also a huge problem
with the “Wraparound Services” model taking up a
massive amount of money, although most of those
services are not needed by the people seeking
housing.
Getting back to the Homeless Services Center, it is to
be located in a bad spot, where there is already much
duplication of services, and the planned new
Homeless Services Center ignores the fact that only a
small percentage of San Diego’s homeless are in the
Father Joe’s Villages area. Also, another problem is
that hiring Housing Navigators to help the homeless
find housing first requires housing that exists and
is available to the homeless as rentals. On any
given day, there are more Housing Navigators than
there are rental units, unless you include temporary
shelters and camps, which are not housing.

Even the rubber tents, a clearly visible but largely
useless tool, can house less than 1% of San Diego’s
homeless. They make it look like a lot is being done,
but it really isn’t. All that is being done is that a huge
amount of taxpayer money is being spent on
worthless and ridiculous “solutions” that have failed
repeatedly in the past, and have no chance
whatsoever of improving homeless numbers. It’s sad
and corrupt.
It makes money for the same
organizations that have failed for years and years.
Before any more money is wasted, let us first fix the
huge loopholes in our present system that cause up
to 90% of the tax money to be wasted. At the heart of
the issue is that neither the government nor the public
has any clear nor real idea what the homeless
situation is all about. Rigged studies, fake data,
rigged polls, propaganda, fake news, and neither
consultation nor corroboration with the realities,
instead ignoring them. The homeless situation is a
way of making money for some politician’s brother-inlaw without actually doing anything useful with the
money.
There are individual reasons why each plan proposed
can only fail, and those proposing the plans are
intelligent enough to realize their plan will fail.
Homelessness
is
caused
by
technology
eliminating jobs. Each automated cashier machine
eliminates one or more jobs (two shifts), as well as
ATM machines eliminating bank teller jobs,
automated books check-in and check-out machines in
libraries eliminating library jobs, and even automated
mail sorting machines eliminating post office jobs.
Shopping malls on the brink of bankruptcy due to online digital shopping instead, such as downtown’s
Horton Plaza, eliminate jobs in retail clothing sales.
Jobs are no longer the answer, however, because
now real estate greed and corruption have pushed
rent prices up higher than Minimum-Wage jobs
pay.
And, instead of embracing the developers of lowincome housing, San Diego has instead thrown them
out of town. The Federal Court System found San
Diego to be entirely and 100% At-Fault for all of its
homeless problems, and gave every homeless San
Diegan the Right to sleep on the sidewalk, when the
City’s “illegal lodging” ordinance was challenged.
Homelessness is a direct result of our politicians
failing repeatedly to resolve the issue, instead
spending more and more money in increasingly
wasteful ways. The Homeless Services Center is just
the latest example of government tax money being
wasted.
Dr. John Kitchin, Publisher, San Diego Homeless
News, herein representing the San Diego Homeless

Action Shots Called:
Protests regarding Mental Health Abuses in San
Diego County, and also rampant Racism and
Repression both within MTS and the District
Attorney’s Office.
Investigative Journalists covering the integrity (or
lack thereof) in the June 5 election, including Exit
Polls and Registrar Compliance.
A fund to print and hand out this publication to those
on the sidewalks, which would include Think Dignity’s
“Know Your Rights”.
Lawyers Only:
A legal synopsis of the quarter-million lawsuits
pending against the City Redevelopment Successor
Agency (Civic San Diego – Downtown Partnership –
Clean and Safe).
Updates on both the Class Action Lawsuit and the
Constitutional Challenge regarding sleeping in cars.

Education Department:
The homeless are the hardest-working people I know
of, and need to work really hard just to survive. It is
okay to “Opt Out” of this curse we call life, and 40
thousand people worldwide do that every day. They
were not lucky enough to be born an abortion, but at
least they had the courage and determination to see
things straight. Suicide is an extremely courageous
act, but also a selfish one, as it deprives your friends
and family of you. Preventing a suicide is just as
selfish, however. ♦
Years ago, we homeless wanted to put plastic bags
out on street signs so that homeless could put their
poop in them, rather than having it on the sidewalks.
The City said that would be okay, provided we had
pictures of dogs on the plastic bags and signs saying
“Clean Up After Your Pet”. We also put out toilet
paper, and that got the City irritated. The sidewalks
are pissy and poopy because the City removed 34
toilets since the year 2000, and they are trashy
because approximately two-thirds of the garbage
receptacles were also removed. And, the downtown

homeless people stink because the City removed
access to all downtown showers.♦
Now, getting a job solves nothing, because rent prices
are higher than Minimum-Wage jobs pay. So, watch
out because “The Scoops Are Coming!” (From
Soylent Green.) Still on the topic of cannibalism, the
high level of Spirituality (human blood and semen
secretly added to the food given the poor and
homeless) gradually causes them to become
alcoholics and drug addicts, plus causes things that
look like mental diseases, such as pseudo-Bipolar
Disease and pseudo-Schizophrenia. Both are caused
by an overdose of human DNA, and we call a
moderate case being “Spermed-Out”, with a severe
case being called “Spaced-Out”. DNA is a drug used
to hypnotize people into believing in religion, Jesus
Christ, Moses, Mohammed, heaven, hell, Satan, and
all that whacked-out nonsense used to take
advantage of other people and control them. ♦
Scapegoatism: A partisan District Attorney partners
with Repressive politicians, lying Expert Witnesses,
fake university studies, fabricated evidence, police
brutality and perjury, excessive bail amounts, rigged
juries, abusive Spirituality, and bought-off Journalism
to create an atmosphere which routinely encourages
and participates in the unjust conviction and
punishment of innocent individuals, in order to say
that a “perpetrator” has been found and punished.
Nobody cares that the correct person was never
found nor even sought. Scapegoatism, an abuse of
the Criminal Justice System.
I wouldn’t know
anything about it, except that it happened to me.
John Kitchin, Publisher.

Meetings
The Basic Dignity Coalition

met May 3,
2018, at the Monicker Warehouse in East Village,
downtown San Diego. Twelve were present, which is
average for this time of year. • The April meeting
material was recapped, including a successful
membership mixer, and the two lawsuits which could
legalize sleeping in cars. One is a Constitutional
Challenge, and the other a Class Action Lawsuit. •
Those on the waiting list for a storage place in East
Village will be the first to be served at the new storage
place in Sherman Heights, if the City wins and
residents lose on that issue, and the new storage
facility opens. • How often homeless must check in is
being fought and contested. • Discussions were had
on how to use the MTS and Lyft transportation money
and services, and it was determined that same would
be used only for those currently patrons of the East
Village storage facility, sometimes called the TSC, for
Transitional Storage Center. It is open 7-11 AM and
4:30 to 7:30 PM, Mon. thru Fri., plus 8-12 Sat. at 252
Sixteenth St. • Announcements: The Humane
Society will be taking over for County Animal Control.
Summer survival needs distribution will take place
Sunday, June 24, at 8 AM in the Petco Stadium
parking lot. There will be a June 9 th cleanup of East
Village. Next meeting June 7, two days after the
really important election. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Other News:
The Annual PITC (Point-In-Time Count) of the
homeless, as required by HUD, has been completed
and tabulated, with the following results: In Jan.
2018, the totals were about the same as last year,
with about 4,000 homeless in shelters and 5,000 on
the sidewalks. Last year there were also 2,600
homeless in the jail system, expected to go back to
the sidewalk after jail, but we have not gotten results
on that so far this year. Stay tuned. 60% of San
Diego County homeless are in the City of San Diego,
and 10-15% in each of three other county locations
(North Coastal, North Inland, East County) plus 7% in
the South Bay. Causes for homelessness: Loss of
Job, followed by Money Issues, followed by Other,
Cost of Housing, and finally, Disability. 35% of those
Unemployed have been Unemployed 5 years or
more, with 29% of those currently Unemployed having
been Unemployed for less than 5 years. About
three-quarters of our homeless are from San
Diego, most of the other one-quarter having left San
Diego, becoming homeless in another city, but then
returning to San Diego as the county of their friends
and relatives, or the county where they were born.
Fewer than 5% of our homeless are from
somewhere else, with no ties to San Diego. Read
the latest PITC at https://www.rtfhsd.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/2018-WPoint-in-TimeCount-Annual-Report.pdf
Seattle has begun taxing companies that cause
homelessness, such as Amazon, as well as stores
that use automated cashiers.

News Media News:
The San Diego Union-Tribune in an editorial May 17,
2018 (Page B-10) criticizes the County’s Hepatitis A
response evaluation, but does not mention that it was
a cover-up to save tourism by making the epidemic all

about homelessness instead. The U-T is correct,
however, in the media role of keeping many things of
this nature secret. Additional cover-ups are also
planned, such as a state investigation.
Morgan Hurley, Editor of the Downtown News of
SDCNN (San Diego Community News Network) is
now listed as Editor Emeritus, which means retired.
Hurley was one of the best local Editors, and will be
missed.
The new Editor is Albert H. Fulcher,
albert@SDCNN.com.
See also Page One of this edition, Editorial on
Political Gangsterism, which quotes two CityBeat
articles of note.

and a half for the fire dept. to show up from two
blocks away, and all of our fire extinguishers were
missing. The particular building is a port (opening) on
the extensive Tijuana Underground Tunnel System,
used to transport drugs for at least 50 years. There
are said to be ports on the US side of the border,
even now today.

(2) Aliens and Unauthorized Theology:
Positive comments, with one very astute observation:
How is it that intelligent beings, with no poverty, no
war, no prisons, no theft, no Racism, no Sexism, etc.,
do nothing about the problems on Earth? There are 3
possible explanations, and I am not going to cover
that right now.

Snide Comments:

What is Art?
Art is anything created by humans to entertain.
Science is anything created by nature and used to
enlighten. Grand Canyon? Science until you take a
picture, and then your photo is art. Brewing beer? A
science that produces art, since food and beverages
are an art form. Social Science is an interesting one,
because it is created by humans to enlighten
themselves about themselves. It is partially an art.

Feedback: (1) The Fire:
It was caused by a drug cartel wanting to own or
control all real estate in a two-city-block area. Most
people owning real estate in the area were shot in the
head the past few years, but in other cases buildings
were burned, and the burning of buildings via arson
continues, as well as the murders. It took an hour

Only lucky people get to become an abortion. The
rest of us are forced into becoming a human, the
stupidest and most messed-up animal in the 350
billion universes. • Did he say lice cream or ice
cream? • Cabernet Squeak-Puppy, the perfect wine
for cleaning out the cat box. • Got Flying Rats
(Pigeons)? Get new Pigeon Motel, from the makers
of Roach Motel and Motel 6. • The package sez
Chicken Fajitas. What part of the chicken is the
Fajita? Oh, they’re just below their nuggets? Do only
boy chickens (roosters) have Fajitas? • The Tijuana
tourism donkey-cart photo operator said that once we
all run out of gasoline, everyone will have a donkey in
their garage. And, he said his jackass was just like
Donald Trump. I told him not to insult his donkey. He
also said I should appreciate the owner of a nice ass,
but I said that jackasses and human ones smell the
same. • MethLab’s new division, Stoned Dope
Everywhere, sees a new market in frozen ice cream
novelties, so the ice cream truck driver can sell kids
hash-oil popsicles. In the future, kids will be able to
spend their lunch money at the dope counter in
school. Free needles for first-time buyers. • Rudolph
Weedly, fictional spokesperson for “Dope For All” said
“We need to be particularly vigilant, now that cannabis
is legal. Young children keep growing up every day,
and we need to have them addicted by the time they
are in grade school, or we won’t all become
billionaires. We have problems advertising because

we can’t advertise on toys, nor on breakfast cereal
boxes. We’re working on a series of ads for grade
school toilets and urinals, as well as advertising in
comic books.” • Don’t take any candy from strangers,
because it might be those hallucinogenic gummybears that Dope Mart is giving out free. • The police
are watching our neighborhood. They’re watching it
burn down, one arson fire at a time. • The Mormon
Bishop said that the credit card hanging from his neck
was a Mormon Crucifix. He said it was in memory of
the Blessed Trinity: MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express. He said that when you need help from God,
you put your Mormon Crucifix into an ATM machine,
and God comes out to help you. You put God right
into your wallet. • This is a recording. I’m having an
Out-of-Office, Out-of-Body experience. Please call
back when I am finished playing with myself. • Get
the breasts you always wanted. Big Joe’s Fried
Chicken • San Diego needs a new water purification
system that removes the nuclear radiation from our
drinking water. • Cannibal Idi Amin thanked the
United States for sending so many tasty missionaries.
One person’s minister is another person’s lunch. •
The lottery ticket said that there’s four chances to win,
but failed to mention that there’s 85 million chances to
lose. • The 12th (Park) and Market St. shit-mound is
completely gone. No more homeless art protesting
the City of No Toilets, San Diego. Now, the Mafia
Real Estate Cartel will probably quintuple the rent. •

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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DONATIONS were not accepted for many years
because it caused too many problems of all
different sorts. Now, you can donate if you want,
using PayPal.Com, account nz9f@hotmail.com.
Money will be used to feed poor people, buy office
supplies, provide antibiotics, house battered
women and drug addicts that need help, and do
some basic political activism.
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Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
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(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
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We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.
The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the llluminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.
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